GENERAL NOTES:

1. ALL RELAYS SHALL BE GOLD CONTACT.
2. PILOT RELAYS SHALL BE USED FOR ALL DIGITAL OUTPUT POINTS.
3. OPTICAL ISOLATION (ISOVERTORS) SHALL BE USED FOR ALL ANALOG INPUT POINTS AND ANALOG OUTPUT POINTS TO VFD'S OR ANY OTHER CONTROLLER/ANALYZER POWERED FROM A SEPARATE CIRCUIT.
4. ALL VFD'S SHALL BE PROVIDED BY ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR, DIVISION 26. TEMPERATURE CONTROLS CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE FOUR HARD WIRED POINTS AND DATA CONNECTION AND SHALL BE CONNECTED AND INTEGRATED TO PRIMARY BAS SYSTEM.

Power Wiring by Division 26 Contractor

NOTE 4
DATA CONNECTION
BACKWIRE OR DRIVERS F1

SA, Speed Control
SA, VFD Fault
SA, StartStop
SA, VFD Status

NOTE 4
DATA CONNECTION
BACKWIRE OR DRIVERS F1

59°F Freesmostat
48°F Freesmostat
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